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REPRESENTATION OF FUNCTIONS AS LIMITS OF MARTINGALES(l)

BY

CHARLES W. LAMB

ABSTRACT. In this paper we show that if (0,     P) is a probability

space and if i^nlnaj 's 3,1 increasing sequence of sub-cr-fields of J which

satisfy an additional condition, then every real valued, 3^-measurabIe function

/ can be written as the a.e. limit of a martingale \f , 5nln>p The case where

/ takes values in the extended real line is also studied. A construction is

given of a "universal" martingale \fn, ?nin2t such that any 5^-measurable

(unction is the a.e. limit of a suitably chosen subsequence.

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper ff„\nZi will denote an increasing

sequence of tr-fields on a probability space (Q, 3", P). Let 3'00 be the smallest

tT-field containing every 3^. Assume 3'00 C 3". A (/-sequence of tr-fields is defined

in §2. The terminology (/-sequence is used to indicate that the sequence is

"disintegrating". If every 3"   is atomic, then i3"nIn2l is a (/-sequence if and

only if no set in UBai3"   is an atom of 3:00.

In §3 we prove (Theorem 3.2) that if <3"n}nil is a (/-sequence and /: Q —»

(- oo, oo) is 3^-measurable, then there exists a martingale \fn, 3rw!naj such that

limn/n = / a.e. If / is P-integrable, then we may take jn = El/|3"nl and the

assumption that i3:nlnij is a (/-sequence is superfluous. The case of interest

here is when / is not P-integrable. The case where 3*  = 3'1 for all n > 1 shows

that if / is not P-integrable, then some additional assumptions are necessary.

The above representation theorem was motivated by the work of R. F. Gundy [5]

on orthogonal series and martingales and we obtain some of Gundy's results as

special cases. Using our representation theorem, we prove a martingale version

of a theorem of Marcinkiewicz [9] on the existence of "universal" antiderivatives

(Theorem 3.3). §3 concludes with a few comments on continuous parameter

martingale representations and stochastic integrals.

In §4 the case where / has values in the extended real line [- oo, oo] is con-

sidered. In [1 ] Chow has studied the concept of a regular sequence of atomic
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tr-fields. We show how to define the subset QrCfl on which an arbitrary increas-

ing sequence of cr-fields is regular. It turns out (Theorem 4.4) that if f-?,,lnai is

a (f-sequence, then an ^F^-measurable function /: fl —» [- «=, oo] can be written as

the almost everywhere limit of a martingale \fn, %n\nii if and only if / is finite

a.e. on Q .
r

In this paper the notation A is used for the complement of a set A and

1[A] for the indicator function of A. The reader is referred to [3] or [10] for

background material on martingales.

2. Measure-theoretic preliminaries. In order to define a rf-sequence of cr-

fields, we first prove a result on the existence of certain maximal 5-splitting sets.

Proposition 2.1. Let § C H C 5 and 0 < 8 < & For B eK, let S{B. 8) =

{0 < P\B I §1 < SI. There exists a set A eK such that

(0 P\A\§\<8 a.e.,

(ii) S(B, 8) C S(A, 8) a.e. for every B eK.

The set S{A, 8) is uniquely determined up to equivalence and S(A, 8) e §.

Proof. Let 0<8<Y2 be fixed. We will write S(B) for S(B. 8) in the

remainder of the proof. For B eK, it is convenient to let B* = B n S(B). Note

that S(B) = S{B*), (B*)* = B*, and P{B*| g! < S.

If B£ eK and B . = BJ= for i = 1 and 2, then B3 = Bx U (B2 n 5(Bj)')

satisfies

(a) B3 eK,

(b) Bj C B3,

IPiBjIg}   on S{B.),
PlB2|§}   on 5(Bj)' n S(B2),

0 on S(Bj)' n S(B2)',

(d) S(B1)U5(B2) = S(B3),

(e) B3 = B*.

Properties (a) and (b) are obvious and (c) follows by a routine calculation; (d)

and (e) are implied by (c).

Let S = JS(B): B e Kl = \S{B): B e K, B = B*j. Property (d) implies that S

is a directed set under inclusion. Let a = sup[P(S): S e S}. An induction argu-

ment using properties (a) through (e) implies that there is an increasing sequence

of sets |An!nJ.j in K with An = A* and limn Pj^A^)} = a. The set A = {Jni,iA„

satisfies P(A |§!<8 and P\S(A)\ = a. Therefore S(A) is the unique maximal

element of S, and the proof is complete.
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Definition 2.2. The set S(A, 8) of Proposition 2.1 is called the 8-splitting

set of § with respect to K and we write S{A, 8) = S(8). In addition, S{lA) is

called the splitting set of § with respect to K and we write S(]4) = S.

This terminology is justified by the fact that if b e K and

b = [b n lo < p!b|§! < Mfl u tß' n i% < PlB|g| < ll],

then jO < PlB I§| < 1! = {0 < p{b|§| <H}CS. If K is atomic, then s is simply

the union of all atoms of § which split into two or more atoms of H. More

generally, if K is countably generated and (o>, B) —» p(cu, B) is a regular version

of the conditional probability of H given § (see [6]), then the complement of S

is equivalent to |<d : pifo, B) = 1 if cu e B, = 0 if to e ß' for every B e K}. No

use will be made of this last fact and its verification is left to the reader.

Definition 2.3. For 1 < m < n < <x, let S(m, n) be the splitting set of 3"m

with respect to 3"B. If \Jn:n>mS{m, n) = Q a.e. for every m > 1, then i?,,!,,^ is

called a (/-sequence.

Since S{m, n) C 5(m, rj + l)forl<m<n<oo, I? In!sj is a (/-sequence if

and only if  lim^ P\S(m, n)\ = 1 for every m > 1. A sequence of atomic a-fields

i^ljj^l is a (/-sequence if and only if no set in Un2i*^n 's an atom of If^.

Proposition 2.4. For 1 <m <n < «>, let S{m, n,8) be the 8-splitting set of

3"m with respect to 3"n. // {3"B!Bal is a d-sequence, then \J„.nim S(m, n, 8) = Q

a.e. /or every m > 1 an</ 0 < 8 < lA.

Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition when 8 =       for i >1. The case

/' = 1 follows from the definition of a (/-sequence. Assume the result is true for

8 = (y2)k. Let f > 0 and m > 1 be given. Choose an integer n> m and a set

AQ e 3^ such that P\AQ \$J<lÄ and PfO < P{A„ 13:ml < l/2\ > 1 - e. Using the

induction hypothesis and arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we choose an

increasing sequence of sets (Ay|jal such that A . e3r„+y, Pj/4y |      < (M)fe, and

lim P\0<P\Apn\<{}4)k\= 1.
7

We have

P\AQ nApm\= E\P\A0 n ApjFj-MAjHApjFj

<(V2)kE\i[A0]\Jm\<Q4)k+l.

The set where P\AQ n A. \ 3^1 > 0 increases to the set where

ß{i[A0]iim p!A.|3:n!|3:m } >0,
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and this latter set is equivalent to the set where E{l[A0] 13" } > 0. Hence

limPlSU, n+ j,{l4)k + 1)\>UmP\0<P\A0 n ApJ <
i i

= P\0<P\A0\Jm\<V/2)}> 1-e,

and the proof is complete.

3. Representation of real valued functions.

Proposition 3.1. Let 13^} j be a d-sequence. Let f: Q —»(-■», oo) be

3"^-measurable and P-integrable. If nQ > 1 is an integer, then there exists a

martingale \fn, ?n\nil suchthat

(i) fn = 0 a.e. for 1 < n < nQ,

//, 272 addition, \f\ < M a.e., /6e72 i6ere exists a sequence of constants lMn!n&i

such that

Ü") |/n| < Mn «.e. /or every 72 > 1.

Proof. We first construct a martingale |gn, ? j al such that gn = E{f\^n\

for 1 < 72 < 72g, and limfj^00 gn ~ 0 a.e. Once this is done, the martingale

f/^nU ^ defined by /„ = E{f\5j - g„.

Choose ISjJ^j such that 8k > 0 and 2^2l Sfe < oo. Using Proposition 2.3,

we may choose {772^, Ak, Sk\kzQ by induction such that 77z0 = nQ, mk < mk+l, Sk

is the 8fe-splitting set of 3"     with respect to %m   ^      e*^mlj+i corresponds

to Sk as in Proposition 2.1, and

(3.1) P\Sk\>l-8k.

Define a sequence of functions \gmt \jtS.i by induction as follows:

p on 5l.*"»* *

An induction argument shows that Ei|gmfe|} = El|gmfJ|! < Fl|/|i < °°> and a direct

calculation yields Flgm/fe+1 l^mj" gmfe- For 772^ < n < mkn, let g„ =

E\g    ,  ^ |. It follows that ig^L^, is an L'-bounded martingale and g =

E|/ I 3"   } for 1 < 72 < 772g = 72g.

We now show that gn is eventually equal to 0 a.e. It suffices to show that

gm^ is eventually equal to 0, since gmfc+i = • • • = gmfe+1 = 0 on the set where

g    = 0. Equation (3.1) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma imply that

ST*"*-.1- g^r
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(3.3) 3|lim sup      - 0.

According to (3.3) and (3-2), it suffices to show that P|lim supfc Afe} = 0, and this

follows from PfAfel = E,P{Afc | ?    J, < Sfe. Parts (i) and (ii) are now proved.

To prove (iii), we need only replace Afe by A^ = Afe n \P[Ak \^m/ \ > ffcl

where tk > 0 is chosen small enough such that 5fc = {0 < PfAfe 13"   } < 8^1 satis-

fies (3.1). It follows that P{Afe I?   I > (k on 5fc and (3.2) implies that gmfc is

bounded for every k > 1. The proof is now complete.

We will say that the martingale \fn, 3" of Proposition 3.1 is associated

with 72 0 and /.

Theorem 3.2. Ler I3" I   j be a d-sequence. Let f: fl —»(-«>, oo) be

measurable. There exists a martingale \fn, 3"^} sl and a sequence of constants

\M j _. such that

(i) |/ I < Aln a.e. for every n > 1,

(") lin»„ /„ = / a.e.

Proof. It suffices to assume that / > 0. Let B. = {/' - 1 < / < i\ for i > 1.

Choose je^.jj. .a, such that fi; > 0 and 2,. jal     < «>. Choose ,mf.y, C..\. .^

such that C.. e ?m.., and if Di;. = U'fc=1 CjJk, then

0.4) H(BjnD!((.1))AC..|<f./

for i, /> 1. We may assume that lC..(.^j is a disjoint sequence of sets for every

i > 1, and that

(3.5) lim mij = °°'
».;'

Form a martingale |/n', 3rnifj2, as in Proposition 3.1 which is associated with

m.. and /ltß,- O Cyl It follows from the construction of {/'', 3"BlB2i that

(3.6) f% = 0   on C!y for every n > 1.

Note also that limn f'J = f on Bf o C.., and limn fnj = 0 otherwise.

We claim that

W p{U,j2lc.;} = i,
(b) Pjlim sup. y C.yI »0.

Property (a) follows from Bf C UJ?i Property (b) follows from (3-4) and

lim sup C.. C lim sup(ß(. n Dj(y_ i j) A Cjy.
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Now consider the sum

L=   Z /?■

Equation (3-5) and the fact that f'J = 0 for 1 < n < m{. imply that \fn, $n\nZi is

a well-defined martingale which satisfies (i). Properties (a), (b) and (3.6) imply

that (ii) holds and the proof is complete.

The motivation for Theorem 3.2 came from the work of R. F. Gundy [5] on

orthogonal series and martingales. In fact, the proof of Theorem 3.2 was modelled

after Gundy's proof that any Borel measurable function /: [0, 1] —* (- 00, 00) can be

written as the a.e. (Lebesgue) limit of an orthogonal series 2^al ckcf>k, where

\<Plt\)l2i is a complete E-system. Recall that an orthonormal system of functions

^k}ki*l 1S an ^"System if, for every square integrable function / on [0, 1],

üf\4>v"'<pn\ = £(/.

where (/, <pk) = /J / <f>kdx. Equivalently, an orthonormal set c^/J^i is an iV-

system if ÜF(rpj, • • •, (f>n) is atomic with exactly n-atoms for n > 1. It is easy to

see that any martingale \fn, 3:{cßl, • • •, <p„)l„ai can be written as fn = 2A2l ck<f>k

for suitable constants {c^I^^i, and hence Gundy's result follows from Theorem 3.2.

Gundy's treatment was closely related to a classical differentiation theorem

of Lusin (see [11, p. 217]) which states that for a Borel measurable function /:

[0, 1] —»(- 00, 00), there exists a continuous function F: [0, 1] —* (- 00, 00) such

that F' = f a.e. (Lebesgue). Theorem 3.2 may be viewed as a martingale general-

ization of Lusin's theorem. Marcinkiewicz [9] used Lusin's theorem to prove the

existence of certain "universal" functions F with the property that for every

Borel measurable function /: [0, l] —♦ [- 00, 00], there exists a subsequence

{in!n2j of strictly positive numbers decreasing to 0 such that

lim [Fix + bn) - Fix)]/bn = / a.e.
n

We now prove a martingale version of this result.

Theorem 3.3. Let c9"n!n2i be a d-sequence and assume that ^x is countably

generated. There exists a martingale \f , 9'n}n2i with the following universal

convergence property: If /: q —» [- 00, 00] is [f ̂ -measurable, then there exists a

subsequence {«i^ji of the positive integers such that lim^ f    = / a.e.

Proof. There exists a countable set of real valued, 3^-measurable functions

}i&nln2j such that every / as described above can be written as the a.e. limit of a

suitable subsequence \bnAk^y Choose {ofel^2l suchthat 8k > 0 and 2fe2l8ife<oo.
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Define [m^, 1/*, ^„\„^i\k20 by induction as follows: Let mQ = 0, /° = 0 for

every » > 1. Assuming that {«,., \f*n, ^JniiUsisk nave been define0\ we choose

m, j., such that

i= 1

if n>mk. Let ^„l,,;,! be a martingale such that = 0 if 1 < n <

mk+l> an<* ^mn        = **+t ~     a*e' Such a martingale exists by Theorem 3.2.

Now let / = 2. ^, /*. It follows that 1/ , 3" I >, is a well-defined martingale

and

(3-7) PH/»t + 1-*J^J<V

If / is the a.e. limit of l*nfe!fe2i, then (3.7) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma imply

that the subsequence of \fn, 3"nlB2j corresponding to \m„k+i !jfc?i converges to

/ a.e., and the proof is complete.

We will call a martingale with the property described in Theorem 3.4 a

universal martingale. By taking subsequences of universal martingales we may

construct various examples of strangely behaved martingales. For example, Luis

Baez-Duarte [8] gave an example of a martingale which converges in measure but

not a.e. To obtain a large class of such examples it suffices to take (in the

proof of Theorem 3.3) i^„^i^>i converging in measure but not a.e. A similar

comment applies to convergence in distribution (see [4]).

be a family of cr-fields on a probability space (Q, 3\ P). We

will say that l3"tl<20 is a (/-family if {3"t ln2l is a (/-sequence for some (and

hence every) increasing sequence <'B!B2l with limn tn = oo. It is easy to adapt

the results of this section to the continuous case and we obtain the following

result:

Theorem 3.4. Let \?t\ti0 be a d-family. Let f: Q —» (-«,<») be 3^-measur-

able. There exists a martingale \f(, $t\tz0 and an increasing function M: [0, oo)

—• [0, oo) such that

(i) \ft\ < Mt a-e' f°r every t > 0.

(ii) lim^Q^ = / a.e., where Q is any countably dense subset of [0, oo).

Let (Q,     3"f, X(, 0t, Px) be a Hunt process with a locally compact and

countably generated state space (see [2]).  If there are no absorbing points in

the state space, then i3"<lt20 *s easily shown to be a (/-family with respect to
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each measure P^. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that if a measure       is given and

/: Q —* (- oo, oo) is 3^-measurable, then there is a separable martingale

{ft, S^l^o such that lim/ /, = / a.e. For example, if we consider 1-dimensional

Brownian motion with initial distribution it, and if \fe 3"tl^0 is chosen to be

square integrable, then by a theorem of Kunita and Watanabe [6]

/.-j> dX
s s

for some nonanticipating functional l^s!s2o« Roughly speaking, this means that

Brownian motion can be controlled to converge to any real valued measurable

function /.

4. Representation of extended real valued functions. If f:&—*[— <*>, °°] is

3'00-measurable and      I sj is a ^-sequence of tr-fields, then it does not neces-

sarily follow that there is a martingale \fn, 3" I xl which converges to / a.e.

Chow [l] proved that if f3"nln2j is a regular sequence of atomic tr-fields, then no

martingale \fn, 3"„} al can converge to oo (or - oo) on a set of strictly positive

P-measure.

Definition 4.1. For n >'l, let S„(o) be the S-splitting set of 3"n with respect

to 3"n+i« Let lofe!t2l be a sequence of strictly positive numbers decreasing to 0.

The regular part Slr of Q with respect to l3"nin2l is defined as the complement

of the set

(4.1) PI lim sup Sn{Sk).
*21 n

The sets lim supn Sn(8) decrease as 8 decreases and hence the intersection

in (4.1) is independent of the particular sequence (o^l^j. If ß„\„zi is a sequence of

atomic tr-fields, then ffi„\n2i is regular in Chow's sense if and only if there is a 8^

such that S„(8k) =0 for all n > 1. We sharpen Chow's convergence result as

follows:

Theorem 4.2. // \fn, 5n\nil is a martingale, then limB fn exists and is

finite a.e. on the set

(4.2) flr n ^jsup fn < ooj. u jinf fn > -oo^j.

Proof. Let m > 1 be an integer and A e(- oo, oo) be given. Define a stopping

time with respect to f3'nin2l by

Tim, A) = infix > m: P|/.+ > A|J.j > Of.
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It follows that \fnm,X)A„. ?nUl is a nwtingale with /T(m<J0A„ < fm V * for

« > m. Hence  limn fftm \)l\n ex*sts ana" is finite a.e. To prove our theorem,

it suffices to show that for a.e. &>0 eöfn <supn /„ < + °°! there is a correspond-

ing pair (m, a) such that T(m, A)(cl>0) = oo. We omit references to exceptional

sets of P-measure 0 in the arguments which follow.

If ft>0 e Qf n {supn / < ~1, then

(a) there is a number 8 > 0 and an integer / > I such that co0 e $„(8) for

n > /'.

(b) there is a number a e (- », oo) such that supn / (co0) < a. It follows

from (a) that

(4.3) P{/f + , > A|J.Ktw«) > 8 or = 0  for i > /.

Now

0 <        , > ai^ KcOo) < P {sup /b > a|?. I <*,„)

(4.4) I1   if sup/>„) > a,

10   if sup fn(coQ) < a,
n

as « —» 0». It follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that there is an integer m > j such that

> ai F.\(ct>0) = 0 for i > m. Hence T{m, a)(&>0) = ~, and the proof is com-

plete.

Theorem 4.3. If B e 3^ and B C Q^, then there exists a martingale

^n^«?l sac* r*ar ^mn fn ex*sts an^ 15 finite a.e. on B', and limn fn = °°

a.e. on B.

Proof. Choose i8fc}fc2i suchthat 8k > 0 and 2aal8fc<oo. Choose

\mk, Bk\k2l such that Bk e 3"     and P\B A Bfc| < 8^. Define a sequence of

stopping times \Tk\ki0 with respect to 13^1^ by induction as follows:

T0 = 1,     Tfc + t = inff« > Tk V mA: a, e Sfa+JU

where 5,(8^) is the 8^-splitting set of 3:j. with respect to 3^+j. Let ^,(8^) e

Jj+j correspond to S,(8k) as in Proposition 2.1. Note that Tk < Tfe+1 < oo on B

for k > 1, and Tf. is eventually equal to «> on B'.

For k > 1, let

AT = IJ A.(Sfc) n |Tt = t|        + j,     ST = (J 5t.(8t) n lTt = i| ef ,

and note that
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(4.5) STk = \Tk<oc\,

(4.6) P\AT\cfT\ = PlAßJft.l   a.e. on \Tk = i\.

Equations (4.5) and (4.6) imply that

PlAT \^T } < Sk   a.e.,    {0 < P\AT \5T \ < 8fcJ = 5T .

Define a sequence of functions i/BiB2i by induction as follows:

/!- —-/Tl-0,

hk + i °n A'rk n Bk>

(4.7) fTk + l = '" = fTk + 1= \gk 0nATknBk>

!j        on B'k,
k

where

«* = (/r/^r J?r J " **tßr fi**rßr »"1

on A^n Bfe. Routine calculations show that /B is P-integrable for every n > 1,

and that f/n, 3" I aj is a martingale.

Now P{ATJ = EjP{ATJ 3^1! <ofc, and hence P|lim supA A^} = 0. In

addition, Pilim supfc(B A B^)! = 0. Hence, if coQ e B, then coQ is eventually in

A^n Bfc and limn/n(co0) = ». On the other hand if co0 e ß', then 6>0 is

eventually in B'k and f„(fo0) is eventually constant. The proof is complete.

If, in (4.7) we replace fT  + 1 by fT^ + (- 1 )*, then the martingale

\fn, 3"„!„&i will oscillate boundedly on B and converge on B*. Thus, either of

the two types of behavior ruled out on £lf by Theorem 4.2 can occur on Q'T. The

following theorem is the main result of this paper.

Theorem 4.4. Let \^„\„^i bead-sequence. Let f: fl —»[- <»,»] be 3^-

measurable. There exists a martingale \fn, 3*Blnai such that limB /„ = / if

and only if \f\ < oo a.e. on Qf.

Proof. The function / must be finite a.e. on flr by Theorem 4.2. For the

converse, we may assume that / > 0. If B = 1/ = ooj, then Theorem 4.3 shows that

there is a martingale \hn, ? lBSl such that limB hn exists and is finite a.e. on

ß' and lim  A  = op a.e. on B. Let h = / - lim_ A   on ß' and h = 0 on B.
n   n ' n n
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According to Theorem 3.2, there exists a martingale jgn, 3"„in2i such that

limn 8 = b a.e. The proof is completed by taking fn = gn + bn.

In order to find //-systems of orthonormal functions which can be used to

represent every extended real valued, Borel measurable function / on [0, 1],

Gundy L>] introduced the concept of an //.*-system. We will not repeat the defini-

tion of an //*-system here, but remark that if f^^ai *s an //*-system, then

PiQr! = 0 and Gundy' s representation theorem follows from Theorem 4.4.
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